## FEATURES

8. **A DROP IN THE OCEAN**  
   Leaky Boat and Go Back To Where You Came From  
   MYKE BARTLETT

18. **BRUSH WITH MORTALITY**  
   Newspapers on a Knife Edge  
   DAVE HOSKIN

28. **THE WHOLE TRUTH AND NOTHING BUT THE TRUTH?**  
   ‘Inspired by a True Story’  
   BRIAN MCFARLANE

## ATOM NEWS

38. **ATOM EVENTS**  
   AUGUSTA ZEENG

42. **2011 ATOM AWARDS FINALISTS**

## BLOCKBUSTER CENTRAL

46. **REMAKES AND REBOOTS REVISITED**  
   PETER GUTIÉRREZ

## PRIMARY YEARS

52. **STEP BACK IN TIME**  
   A Top-Five Guide to Australian History through Screen and Film  
   ANNE VIZE

## TEACHING MEDIA

58. **EXPOSING THE SECRETS OF RAW FILES**  
   An Introduction to Processing Using Adobe Camera Raw  
   ANDREW RENAUT

66. **A VOICE IN THE WORLD**  
   Podcasts and the Classroom  
   MYKE BARTLETT

72. **MORE THAN A GAME**  
   Examining Sport and Society with ESPN’s 30 for 30  
   LUKE RODESILER

80. **THE COMPLETE PICTURE**  
   Teaching for Understanding Using the Visual Diary  
   MELISSA WOLFE

## THE REEL DEAL

86. **FIRST WORLD PROBLEMS**  
   POM Wonderful Presents: The Greatest Movie Ever Sold  
   DAVE HOSKIN

## IN THE INDUSTRY

92. **LOST THING, FOUND SOUNDS**  
   Sound Designer John Kassab Talks about Moving from Theory to Practice  
   KATE HARP

97. **CUTTING WITH RHYTHM**  
   The Backbeat of Ben Joss, Film and Television Editor  
   BEN O’MARA

## FILM AS TEXT

101. **IRONICALLY EVER AFTER**  
   Undermining the Mainstream in O Brother, Where Art Thou?  
   PAUL COUGHLIN

109. **TO WHELM OR NOT TO WHELM**  
   10 Things I Hate About You  
   KIM EDWARDS

115. **RIVER OF LIFE AND DEATH**  
   Women, Religion, Power and Purity in Water  
   THOMAS CALDWELL

121. **THE SCENE OF THE CRIME**  
   Sifting through the Visual Evidence in Animal Kingdom  
   GARY SIMMONS
CALL FOR ARTICLES

If you have an activity that has worked well for you in the classroom, please submit it for publication. There is a style guide for contributors, which is available from our website below. Submit articles by email as an attachment, in Microsoft Word, and graphics as attachments saved as Photoshop, TIFF or JPEG files.
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